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SUMMARY
One problem with using the MICRAD Attitude Reference System

(KARS) to provide error signals to the Vertical Seeking Seat (VSS)

control system is that the KARS outputs vary significantly depending

I.. on whether the local earth's surface is land or water. This *.

variation changes the control system gain resulting in degraded ......

performance. As a result, efforts were initiated to develop alter-

natives and/or improvements to control laws studied previously at -

i•,..;"the Naval Weapons Center (NWC). An alternate control law was

developed and evaluated using a digital simulation. Resultsr.: . indicated that this control law provided good performance and
adequately compensated for variations in the MARS outputs.
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'• • INTRODUCTION

The Maximum Performance Ejection Seat (MPES) or Vertical Seeking :•'•

!•i ~Seat (VSS) escape system requires a vertical reference to provide""-

S~commands for the control system. Previous tests of the MPES/VSS

&, ~~system were performed using a strap-down vertical reference system t•

which was initialized at the planned "launch" attitude. Although,..

-" "]' ~this attitude hand-off Is satisfactory for initial tests, the I'-i

operational system should use an autonomous reference system. One -_

:.-"such system which Is to be used In future flight tests is the Micro-

"" ~~~wave Radiometric (MICRAD) Attitude Reference System (KARS).•T.-'=

;"The KARS contains a reference load and four antennas which

m ~measure the natural radiation emanating from objects within their :j
:• .field of view, such as the earth or sky or combinations of the two..

i'- ~The outputs of the MARS are an indication of the relative tempera- "•

tures of the load and those sensed by each antenna. These four '-i:

S lmeasures of relative temprature are to be. processed by control laws

" ~ whose outputs are used to drive angular velocity feedback control

-' • loops. One area of concern Is that the significant difference

: " ~between the microwave temperatures of land and water may change the i .

2..

S • ~gain of the control laws, thus making the system response dep)endent -•

• ".. ~~upQ" the local make-up of the earth's surface. •-..
S..-Seat The objectivef this effort is to develop alternatives and Se

Simprovements to control laws studied previously at the Naval Weapons
.- , " Center (NWC) Specifically, tho problem of v omer nsating for them

w wdifferent temperatures of land ani water wlau tnch airessed. Theo

resulting control laws are to be suitable for inplmanlt atio, in ,ie

or-board microprns essor. Although the candidate control laws need

sunot be o wticized for all flight conditions they will be evaluatedi

Tfor several flight conditions using a six Degree of Freennas progrw

tuprov i tded by eneC.se four

*5.
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CANDIDATE CONTROL LAWS

-; i•,2 Three control laws have previously been studied at NWC for use

S- with the MARS. These laws and their origin are briefly discussed here

for completeness. In the case of the Heuristic Control Law, an

attempted derivation yielded a modified control law which is also

"S considered as a candidate.

DIRECTION COSINE CONTROL LAW

S'""The Direction Cosine Control Lzw (DCCL) is based on commanding

S-body angular velocities, q and p, proportional to the cosines of the

"* angles between the nadir and the x and y body axes respectively. One

a method of viewing and implementing the DCCL with the KARS outputs is

shown here. Consider the component of a vector, representing the

temperature difference between the nadir and zenith, in the seat body

x - y plane as shown in Figure 1. When the seat is aligned with the

vertical, the vector component AT is zero. This suggests that the

-! ""~ x y Body Axes

,x 3, 4 Antenna Axes

II E AT W "'

• ~~F1GURE 1. Seat Body x y Plane Showing Temperature Differenc.e and."- '

i', (, O~esired Angular Velocity. •,.•"J
""seat be rotated abo-t an axis perpendicular to T in the x - y plane.-

'•'•.Thus the coaund.ed angular velocity, show- in Figure I ,can be ) ;
"I f

*:. I"f ""'"".*

,•:-" [ g~~T =q -p y ,,•

S~~then 11""W + q y
1. 2 "-"-

P-.
( i) Q )

then - (I)



In order to obtain p and q as functions of the antenna outputs, we

S-must determine components of AT along the antenna axes.

:.••.l• -a 2 = "q 2
a q'2 2N,,,..•.=, •a3 (q cos 60o° cos 30°) 3 Z

"a 4  (q cos 60 + p cos 30p)3 (

These equations can be rearranged to yield

a -a
4 3 .

(3)a

" "'....'* a + a - a

2, .,, 

.; -_

which define the commanded angular velocity in body axes in terms of

* the normalized antenna outputs a,. It was shown in Reference I that

"if the normalized antenna outputs a2 , a3 , and a4 are cosines of the

"" . angles between the respective antenna and the nadir, then Equation-

*i,(3) is equivalent to the DCCL If p and q are the commanded roll and

pitch rates respectively. In general this will not be the case

since the antenna outputs will not be- normalized to a cosine function.. 4,..* ,

* .•Therefore, EQuation (3) will be referred to as the KARS Direction Cosine

Control Law ( Ih.).-

"HEURISTIC AND MODIFIED HEURISTIC CONTROL LAW

The Heuristic Control Law (HCL) is ...-

3

a+a
q to) ±.3-

where p and q are the- comuanded angular vealcities and the antennau

outputs a2' a39 and a4 are considered to be normalized. An expression S. ..

very similar to Equation (4) can be obtained by resolving the antenna . -

outputs into the x and y body axes.

t3

I ._7,-
3 , - .-

*4-::



I . -, . .. . .. .. ... . . . . .

'• •,a =x (-a2 + a3 SIR 30° + a4 sin 30°) x

,• a =(a3 cus 30* a4 cos 300) Y ;:

•2 ~ ~ + a)
2 2)

.-.', ) " ,.%'.4-

a . (a3 a" ) y

y 2

• "Now define the coiamanded angular velocity as
aW -=a x + a y  cos3O0 )y

or

2 3-)
.4 .- ° ."

q a+

2~ 2

.as a candidate control law and will be referred to as the lodifiyd

'*+. "," " 7

p:• ~Heuristlc Control Law (PdH•L). "'

-+''.

SPERMUTATION CONTROL LAW IN Ip1 -

The Permutation, or table took-up, Control Law (PCL) Is based ..

on sorting the four MARS antenna outputs in order of coldest to .•.'

|: •~~~armest and using predetermined angular velocity commands for each -.. +-

-+ permutction of the antenna outputs. Since the resolution of the

,. . ~resulitng on-off control logic is significantly less than the •~~

';" desired system accuracy. additional proportional control logic is

;•" ~~requ;red when the seat is near its desired attitude. A detailed-.•'

• ~description of the PCL can be- found in Reference I. •

a3, 4ai -+ (5•

2 2m=l,



I..- ANALYSIS OF CONTROL LAWS

Each of the previously described control laws is briefly

: analyzed. Initially, the proportional control laws, that is, the

Direction Cosine, Heuristic, and Modified Heuristic Laws are

evaluated with regard to their characteristics using un-normalized

antenna outputs with varying nadir temperatures. Next, the error K
between the commanded angular velocity axis defined by each of the
cOntrol laws is coapared with an axis which minimizes the rotation

Slss mr wh

angle required to align the seat with the vertical. Finally, a

similar comparison of the permutation law commands with those

required for a minimal rotation axis is made. Based on this analysis,

a control law is selected for further evaluation usina the NWC six

Degree of Freedom (DOF) digital simulation.

EFFECTS OF MARS OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

As discussed previously, the MARS antennas measure temperature

"and, therefore, their outputs are significantly dependent on whether

the sensor is over land or water. This causes large gain or scale

factor variations in the proportional control laws, if un-normalized -I

antenna outputs are used directly, which may degrade the system

response. Gne solution to this problem is to normalize the antenna

t outputs. However, this may be difficult since the nadir and zenith

temperatures are not known a priori and may not both be meaured,

depending on the seat trajectory. Insight is obtained by evaluating

"the control laws using an expression for the normalized antenna

t 2 outputs in terms of the actual outputs. Assutw that the actual

output of an antenna at the horizon A is the average of the actual

outputs of antennas pointing at the nadir A and zenlith A

• ~A + A""

A 2~

Now. assuming MARS outputs high (low) voltages for low (high) tcw-,,.

lratures, define the normalized output ai of antenna i as

A. - A

A -
5 

"



Where A. is the actuai output of antenna i. Substituting Equation

(6) into (7) and rearranging yields r. 2

2A. (An A) (8) A
a1  A - A

z n ;-.
" ~~r.. -J;,

" g. The normalized antenna outputs defined by Equation (8) are used ""

directly in the MDCCL and HCL, that is, in Equations (3) and (4)

respectively. The resulting MDCCL is '4

2(Ak - A) (9)

" (A~~~~z - n) 9 =•l

"" .(A A - A2 ) - (An + Az)
q 3' 4 A -'2 n) 

",z

SP='~A -A---S n-

q - . (L~.... A)A- 4 3)'
* .z n

The MHCL is niot ~isted as it is very similar to the HILi. Noe tht :

[ ~in Equations (9) and (10),A. A3, and A4 are the- un-normalized •

antenna outputs and therefore thes~e equal~ions will he referred to

;- :.:: as un-noriiaiized control laws....:

S • • ~A comparis~on of Equat•ions (4i) and (10) indicates the normalized :
I 1 t. ard un-normalized HCL's are related by a factor of 3- A ). The4

e r Clationship of the corresponding aOCCi'se Equations (3) and (9)N ist -

5oAein ht ore complicated. Implcmentatso" of Equations (9) and (10) Aar hm

rtquires knowledge of (A A) and the former also requires know-

l Adge o (An * A ). As mntionsd previously, the exact values of

A and A are naot known a priori. Hooever, it Aay b). possie to

" "estimate t d uing the fact that A ist relatively constant under rn

- varying meteorological conditions. Thus the use of a predetermined

6 3-.77



: "constant to approximate A may be feasible. Also helpful is the

following approximation for the actual output of an antenna pointing

at the horizon.
• A2 + A3 + A.. "2A - 3 4()

Equation (6) can be rearranged to yield

A + A 2-A (2
n z

"where A is obtained using Equation (11). Now Equation (12) can be

used along with a predetermined estimate of Az, designated as Az, to

provide

* " A -A =2 (A -A) (t3)z n z

where X is again obtained using Equation (11). Equations (11),

(12), and (13) can be used to estimate the. quantities required for

implementation of the un-normalized control laws as follows. The

KDCCL is now

i ~(A 4  A3 )

*: - A A-4  - A,)) A : ',

: ~q. 1' ,

(A - A)

4 3

and the. HCL is 4'b*,

A A
pa

1 A * A

A -Az

-wrerA is defined by Equation (;I). The KHCL is the sa*c as

- Equation (15) except the fori.er has an additional factor of 13'/2 in

7

*' 4.



the expression for p. The effectiveness of the above approximations,

Equations (11), (12), and (13), in dealing with varying nadir

temperatures and consequently varying scale factors will be eval-

uated using scaled MARS data in the NWC 6-DOF simulation.

The PCL will require the same type of compensation derived

above since it requires the use of a proportional control law for

small offsets from the vertical. For large offsets no such compen-

sation is required as the PCL uses the relative order of the

antenna output magnitudes to determine the angular velocity commands.

DIRECTION OF COMMANDED ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTOR

One interesting characteristic of the control laws is the

difference between the directions of the commanded angular velocity

vector and the vector which minimizes the angular rotation required

to align the seat with the vertical, assuming the body angular

velocity r = 0. The direction of the Minimum Rotation Axis (MRA)

is found as the cross product of body z axis and the inertial z

axis expressed in body axes. Using the standard seat coordinate

systems and Euler angles,

MRA[0 x CI 0

r ~B/I *

where C is the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) between body and

inertial axes. This yields

sin, cos -*C2,,

tiRA si (6)
0 tc 1 [

where 0 and 0 are the pitch and roll Euler angles of the seat, and t. ..

C a1nd C are components of the DCM. Note that, by definition,
13 23

C and C, are the direction cosines between the inertial z axis
13 '43

and the body x and y axes and are therefore equal to the outputs

q and p respectively of the Ideal DCCL. In order to evaluate the

control law outputs, expressions from Reference 2 which provide the

8

L::"
• . , .°•-



* . a .' 
.....~ .

' ,angle between each antenna axis and the zenith were used. These

expressions are repeated here for convenience.

z cos (cos * cos 6) 1

Z2 9 + 8s 
•

z - cos [(sin o - 3 sin cos 0)12]

L.z = cos [(sin 6 + 3 sin * cos 6)/2]

where z is the angle between antenna I and the zenith. The actual

antenna outputs are obtained by using the above angles and inter-

polating the MARS output data for Antenna #1 in Appendix A. A li~tS~~of the antenna outputs for several seat orientations is given in -

Table 1. A comparison of the corresponding control law outputs

and MRA is presented in Table 2, where the orientations of the

commande n,.a:ar velocity vector and the NRA are the atigles from

the x body axis of the seat. That is

' S l-•1 t a n O ,0' 
:

/L KRA tan(1 (18)
,' .. 

., ..'

from Equation (16), and

• " L W tan t 0_t)(9)

from Figure 1.

It should be noted that the data in Table 2 were obtained using

the idealized control laws In Equations (9) and (10). None of the

previously discussed approximations (Equations (11), (12), and (13))

* ,. were used, as the acutal values of A and A were obtained from

Appendix A. Since these quantities cancel In Equation (19) for the
N. HCL and the M1MLL, the use of approximations would only affect the

•.I~A . data from the MOCCL. The PCL was supplemented with the idealized
"*j''% 'DCCL to provide proportional control in the appropriate regions. "

V9 * .* ",,

A ... 

".-

,A.. 
. .".*. . - . .* 

• 
*.S......... .. .. . ...... A.. -. ,** .. .... .. _ ......... ... *.,..- ... ..... .. ,.. ,_ .. ..... ....... . . .., .. ...,. . . .A. " .... .- .,:
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TABLE 1

ANTENNA OUTPUTS FOR SEVERAL

SEAT ORIENTATIONS

,"• ••ANTENNA z A

1.- 302028 ,1.
30w 0 3 17.2 11.2 MV

"2 120 2.81

3 97.25.1

4 51.3 10.9

36o 1 1 64.3 9.9

I2 120 2.8

"4 26 11.3

V'5 90 1 90 6.4

""I! 2 135 2

3 135 4.1

4.1 - 15 11.3 .-. '

INV

, .-

% ° ,t..

,,%.

q ,'* lb•e'

-" te .*,



TABLE 2

ORIENTATION OF CONTROL LAW

ANGULAR VELOCITY COMMANDS COMPARED

WITH MINIMUM ROTATION AXIS (MRA)

U. ~~SEAT EULER 4-luRA _____ 4

ANGLES MDCCL HCL MC CL

304930 45O 420(43)

300

kO30 33.7 30 29 33 53.1

*60

e45 45 40 38 43 54.6.

4~ Ut- - - - - -%-



.* ~ This DCCL, which yields the MRA, was used so that the PCL could

be evaluated independently of errors produced by the other proport-

lonal control laws. Evaluation of the data In Table 2 Indicates

that the control laws can be ranked in terms of the difference

between their rotation axis and the NRA as follows; closest Is

the MHCL, followed by the MDCCL, HCL, and PCL. Although the small

differences between the first three rotation axes are not

presently considered critical, their Importance may Increase as

*" the system performance is optimized ur If three axis control is
implemented. Also recall that the MDCCL axis will be altered by L. -

the approximations required to implement the un-normalized control

-. *" laws. For these reasons the following MHCL was selected for , ._
" .4. - evaluation using the NWC 6-DOF simulation. 

p.-.-

P C - ' ,- 
,

,:. :, ,% p . * -

ii • K _ _•.T .•. .•S4- .4.."2 (Az-A

-. . (20)

-A+A

where the subscript "c" has been added to Indicate commanded values 4. :.

and K is a constant gain.

AL

. . ..
% , . ,*

F4.

.'- .. -..

; t"~ .'°'"- .

4.. a "



ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION

.• Previously the proportional control laws were evaluated by

.. comparing the directions of the commanded angular velocity with a

desired direction assuming the body angular velocity r was held

3 to zero. In actuality, these control laws may cause limiting in

'. some component of the system, thus losing their proportional char- .

-" "acteristics. Also, r will not be zero. Methods of compensating
for these effects are discussed below.

*CY~ ANGULAR VELOCITY LIMITS

The seat system contains two independent angular velocity feed-

back control loops which are driven by the control law outputs p

and q If any portion of this system reaches an operating limit,

the proportional characteristics will be lost, resulting in

directional divergence of the angular velocity vectors provided by

the control law and achieved by the system. One method of prevent-

ing this is to limit the maximum values of the angular velocity

commands pc and qc" Care should be taken in implementing these

limits so as to preserve the direction of the commanded angular .

velocity.

Consider the situation where the angular velocity commands

provided by the control law exceed the desired limits as shown In

Figure 2. In this case the control law output W4 exceeds the limit

for q" If q is simply limited to W. and pc Is unchanged, then *

Sthe axis of the comrnanded angular velocity will have changed as

indicated by AW in the figure. Another approach is to preserve the
4! angular velocity axis by changing the command from Wc to W ,. This

c Ca

Can be accomplished as follows, assuming W• Is the desired limit on0

the control law outputs pc and q '

If q> W >p or q

13



q W1 (21)

•:: ~PC' qc ••y

• .:.... b•

.- t.o, C..

I f

-. 4 .... 
...

W2 >4 qCtN or >q> o

" "t l e t

PCI UP

q W9

But if

< C

" .. '123)"-

•. "where pc and qc are the new angular velocity commands after limiting.

'.." N• -W Desired Limits t','.

AWA
.. • 

,

.4 ., . " P . ,.

!:i" .. _4 4".:"

4', '; q c

Shr anFIGURE 2t Angular Veloc ity Limis
14...

9 

"54'9-*." Desied"Lmit
U CotrolLaw utpu "9"
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PHASE LAG

The present system provides for control of two of the seat

body axis angular velocities p and q. Although the third angular

velocity r is not controlled, it is measured and may be used to K

"provide additional compensation. The effects of r on the commnandedi .•ivalues of p and q can be visualized usiag F=igure 3. The outputs of .-A-

the control law pc and q are used to form tri commanded angular

velocity vector W In the x - y plane of the seat body. If r is

zero and the control system provides an angular velocity W pro-

,.7•, portlonal to Wc' then the direction of W will be constant and Its

"magnitude will diminish as the seat approaches its desired

attitude. In this case, W and W are essentially colinear if the

gain and phase characteristics of the two angular velocity feed-

back control loops are similar, at the frequencies of interest,

causing pc and q to be in phase. This is a reasonable assumption

as these control loops are similar.

.'T" x

PC

|A6

qy" q~c

FIGURE 3. Relationship of Angular Velocity and Its Commanded
16.. Value with r - 0.

However, if r is not zero, Wc will rotate in the x - y plane at an

angular frequency which is equal In magnitude but in the opposite

.. l .direction of r. This rotation introduces a phase shift between PC
and q which causes the W and W axes to separate as shown in• ,.
Figure 4. Now W lags Wc by the phase angle e as both vectors

rotate in the plane of the figure. If the seat angular velocities , ..

p, q and r are well below the bandwidth of angular velocity control

loops, then the phase angle r may be reasonably approximated by the

15 i,..
•''15 "."~

r' °



S. .
•. A

I s... -- ) .•

,4. . . ,I" 
"-

P 
c

•, FIGURE 4. Relationship of Angular Velocity and its Commanded
Value with r 0 0.

"phase angle of the control loop at frequency r. The following low

frequency transfer function of this loop was derived In Appendix B.

('_ (s) 0. 5 s + l) (24) F ..,
, The (0.1 S + 1)

The phase lag at frequency r is

c~ ta1

+ .00 r

a n d ,
'-. O 2

.005 r <ýCI

* * then

E .05 r (25)

"" * In order to compensate for this phase angle, modify Wc so that

it leads the desired direction of '6 by e. Now when W lags the
,, .-16

* ;"

4 ..
"...- j
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.ý -. Z7 7.-1r T

modified W by c it, W, will be aligned with its desired direction.

"This is accomplished using the following transformation

q -e 0 q(26)

where Indicates the modified commands. Substituting Equation (25)

into (26) yields

P Pc + .05 r q

(27)

S,.where r Is In radians/sec.

It should be noted that, since this compensation was derived

for steady state conditions, it will not be exact under other

operating conditions.

4 4N

4...

.4 , 4 • ~. 
4,=

z,

%7:
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EVALUATION OF CONTROL LAWS

p ' The MHCL was selected for further evaluation using the NWC

"* 6-OOF digital simulation, Since the scope of this effort did not

Allow for optimization of the lHCL, some other method was required

S9 for determining tt. gain K in Eiquation (20). The present angular

velocity feedback control loops were designed assum!ng they were -

driven by the ideal DCCL. Therefore, a logical approach is to

match the gain of the IHCL and the ideal DCCL, for small pertur-

bations from vertical, by proper selection of K. This Is accoM-

plished with the aid of the block diagram in Figure 5. For the

ideal DCCL K" '

"C I K = I. .

and the effective gain Is

"-o.054 6 rad/sec"

hI" Kr 0.0ý d (28)

' The corresponding gain for the MHCL, calculated using EquatiOn (20)
and the MARS data in Appendix C for warmest nadir, is

K

SKr 0.09

"Equating Equations (28) and (29) yields

K 0.37 (30) h

This value of K was used in Equatlzmn (20) and Implemented in the

simulation as shown in Figure 5. The response of the resulting

MHICL was comtpared with that of the most promising NUC control law.

"The latter attetupts to compensate for scale factor changes by using

amplification and limiting with the HCL. Briefly. the strategy hsre

is to use amplification to comensate for low scale factors and use

limiting to reduce the resulting overshoot for high scale factors.

"The responses of the two control laws for both maximul and

"minimum scale factors at four different Initial attitudes are

18 .- ::-:':-:



40 0 1

Antenna l +

Differencek. K _

Signal Command

K r

Rate Gyro Signal

FIGURE 5. Block Diagram of MHCL Gain Implementation

,.,* -'- sunmmarized in Table 3. Also, the response of the ideal DCCL to ;*.*.

an initial roll error is summarized, Case #1. This case was simu-

C lated to provide a reference response in the sense that the angular

velocity loops were designed assuming the use of this control law,

: -: •;ad to facilitate selection of K, Equation (28). Cases #2 through

#9 aliot; easy comparison of the HCL with amplification and limiting

"for conditiunis of maximum and minimum scale factors. Significant

* - variations in the time required to come within 3* of the vw-t.ical

are appzarent in each pair of cases (2-3, 4-5, 6-7. and 8-9). 'Actual
percentage differences are evi greater, because t?-es shown Include

approximately 150 msec of time spent on the launch rails, before

.. .any maneuver could begin. Significant variations in the amount of

:'.', ~overshoot are also evident. The Initial attitudes of Cases 02 - #9 "

. correspond with those of Cases 010 - #1, which used the MECL.

Comparison of each pair of these latter cases (10-11, 12-13, 14-15,

L" • and 16-17) reveals much more consistent performance than was

"achieved ising the HCL with amplification and limiting. A compar-

ison of the control laws at corresponding Initial conditions (Cases

2 and 10, 3 and 11, 4 and 12, 5 and 13, 6 and 14, 7 and 15, 8 and

16., and 9 and 17) indicates that the MHCL is slower than the HCL 7in reaching the 3* crossover for rmst cases. However, the former

""hibits less overshoot than the latter in most cases. .

The important result of the above comparison Is not that

the HCL (with amplification and limiting) is usually foster thtan

the HHCL, since no attempt was made to optimiz,; t0e response of

1...
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,.4
the latter Rather, the important result Is that the iCL provides...

,. ~~comparable responses which are relatively Insensitive to scale "L_
factor changes. It should be noted that the HHCL responses were

•" . *_ I+,.

"-, ..-.. obtained with the estimated output of an antenna painting at the •2•:'

Szenith, Az in Equation (20), equal to Its actual value In the

zq

Stesimulation data. This approxrmation should not significantly r

affect the resultses only small variations in the zenith temper-

ature are sntcipated. If th e not fireneed tetwat the r espo aedw

' " and actual zenith temperatures were to become a problem, it might • '

be necessary to update the estimate on-line.
+ -.

.- "--The techniques presented in the section labeled "Additional

Compensation" were not evaluated using the 6-00F simulation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The previous analysis and evaluation not only establishes the

potential of the Modified Heuristic Control Law, Equation (20), for

use with the present two-axis control system, but also suggests an

increased potential for dealing with more optimal maneuvers which

may be desired if a three-axis control system is implemented. As

a result, it is recommended that this control law be considered a

,- - leading candidate for the MPES/VSS system. This recommendation is

made with the knowledge that additional effort is required to

"provide logic for inverted attitudes apd to optimize performance

for the range of flight conditions. It is also recomnended that

Gig the techniques in the section labeled "Additional Compensation"

be evaluated for use with a three-axis cc.itrol system.

"22"
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"FURTHER STUDY

brelSeveral areas which appear appropriate for further study are
- ; briefly discussed. " .,

An attempt should be made to optimize the control laws for all
L initial flight conditions. This optimization process should

consider such things as probable trajectory of aircraft after h
"ejection, direction of relative wind, maximum maneuvers tolerated

by the pilot, and seat attitude and motion at the time of parachute

"- . p deployment. Also, the techniques presented In the section labeled
,'. .'-' "Additional Compensation" should be evaluated. •' \

, .- Data should be obtained to determine the MARS output charact-

eristics for measurements over water and along the land-water

interface. These data should be used to re-evaluate the candidate.

control laws.

"The number and orientation of the MARS antennas should be

anaiyzed considering the candidate control laws to determine poss-

,. ible advantages of alternate antenna configurations.

Current plans call for testing and evaluation of a thrbe-axis

control system. This additional capability will require that the

vertical reference system used previously be expanded to an

' ."attitude rtference system which Includes a heading reference. One

candidate reference system would use outputs from both the MARS and

strapdown rate gyros. Previously, most strapdown systems used the

"gyro outputs to update a 3 X 3 Direction Cosine Katrix (OCM) which

relates the body axes to reference axes. Increasingly popular

alternates to 0CM methods Include the use nf quaternions which

are related to Euler parameters. These methods are based on Euler's

"Theorem which states (in effect) that any rotation of one coordinate

system w1t0 respect to another may be described by a rotation of

some angle about a single fixed axis. The Euler parameters define

this rotation angle and axis, and the quaternion is a compact form
'.4,4N'.for representing these parameters. Quaternions offer advantages

over the DCH such as increased accuracy and decreased computational

requirements, since the former uses only four parameters compared

23
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to nine for the latter. Also conditions of nonorthogonality,

resulting from computation errors, are much easier to correct for

~ quaternions than for DCM's. The quaternion is Ideally suited for

the attitude control problem as it defines a rotation axis and

angle which will align the body axes with the reference axes. This

,*, maneuver is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the total angle

•- through which the body rotates. It is suggested that quaternions

.-- be considered for use with future MPES/VSS systems. Quaternions

are discussed further In Appendix D.
- . ,.
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APPENDIX A.

The MARS OUTPUT DATA

The following data, provided by NWC, were obtained by rolling

MARS about its x body axis and recording the outputs corresponding

to each antenna. Note that the roll angle Is also the angle

between Antenna #1 and the zenith.

ROLL ANTENNA OUTPUTS
ANGLE #1 #2 #3#

I t. 31laV 6. 435mV T. @I 38mV . 552,V
5 11.3618V G. 461eV mIS. 90y 6.391mV

to 11.319mV 4.5*1MV 5.326eV 7.e697mV
15 11. 324mV 6. 468eV 4. 632mV 7.?19MV
2' 11.337eNV 6.47?7V 3.920eV 8.365mV

.' *.•- 25 11. 2?2.. 493%V 3. 393eV 8.935mV
36 1 tI. 22?mY V. 4920V 2. 921 mV 9.4462mV

" 35 11. 331 mV 6.514mV 2. 58m7 9. 89?7mV
4. 11.291eV 6. 52MV 2.341mV 10. 22$&V'
45 11. 164&V 6.491eV a2.h26mV 10.4?8-eV7,
5* 5 16.958eV 6. 47OV 1.98myV M18 65mV

' 55 1. 6618V 6.4290V 1. 638eV 10.7960V
66 1e. 21?8. 2. 3.75eV 1. 769eV IM. 9l6V
65 9.871 V 6.3?SmV 1. 753mV to. 955eV
7" 9. 4,OuV 6. 363%V 1.743.V 11. I *36%V
75. s.f11 IV 6. 353%V 1. ot7mV 11. 142%V
ee 7. 959v 6.335eV 1.927%V 11.116eV
85 7.129NV 6.206V 22 euV 11.3 1 18fV98 6. 362mV 6. 206eV 2.21 GV t1. 127,V

-. 95 S. 531 mV 6. 237V 2 . 3986V 11. 094mV
168 4.754eV S. 26e0v 2.543%V 11. 0e•2V
185 4. 894V 6 . 1 MAeV 2. 68oUV 11.045%V
11e 3. 564eV 6. M1aV 2.66hOV 11. 045%V

, 115 3.123*V 6. WaV 2.714%V 11. 024eV
120 2. ?SOyV 6. 145eV 2.%67?V Is. 9091V
125 ?.A',tqV 6.094%V 2. SSlmV 1I. 966e1v138 2.265eV 6. loone 2.523mV to. t59V,.
13 2. 2.4mV 6. k21ev 2.55206Y 10.?t2%V
148 1. 961eV 6. 112bV 2. $)7•V 10. 565eV
145 1.050eoV 6. 076V 2. 692eV' 1,333eV
150 1. 843mV 6. 054eV 9,929eV 18. 114%V
155 1. 032eV 6.6550V 3. 279eV 9. MeV
"168 1. 13mV 6.622eV 3.452%V 9.313eV f."*

165 1,. 7•9V 5. 965%V 4.046eV e. 1611V INV
170 1. 739ey 5. 949%V 4.556" V a.17 I?
175 1. ?33mV 5. MayV 9.34mV 7. 51sVy
1"0 1. 721%V 5. 913eV *, 3.4VY 6, KV

26 'f*
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APPENDIX B.
C'

DERIVATION OF ANGULAR VELOCITY CONTROL LOOP

LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFER FUNCTION

A block diagram of the control loop was obtained from NWC and

reduced to that shown in Figure B-1 by neglecting the transfer

functions of the rate gyro, filter circuit, and part of the actuator.

..- The closed-loop transfer function of this system Is

(s-3266 s (B-( )
3 2

c S + 131 S + 6416 S + 65320 y-
The roots of the characteristic equation are found using spectral

dM separation. At high frequencies S >> 1 and therefore the constant

,-. ,* term is neglected and the poles are the roots of

S + 131 + 6160 0

Sor *o

Sm -66± 461 , (B-2)

"at low frequencies S << I and therefore the poles are the roots of

• F.'::.
i'. ."" or ,

S -10 (B-3)
" The roots of the characteristic equation are approximately the values

given In Equations (0-2) and (0-3). Since the rocts of Equation

(B-2) are significantly "faster" than that of Equation (8-3), the

former were neglected in obtaining the following low frequency

' 1. transfer function.

_ (S. 3266 (S + 20) 9...99.. *(s) 326 S + 65320

0.05 S + 1"0.1 S + I

279.' 9....:

__ _ * 9. 9.9... ..... *. . .... . .. .. ..9. V..-
- ,., ...- .-. -",":' ." .'-. ••.7,,"... .. ... ..... .-.
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7 FIGUREB-1. Block Diagram of Low Frequency Transfer Functions
in Angular Velocity Control Loop.
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APPENDIX C.

SCALING OF MARS OUTPUT DATA

The NWC 6-DOF digital simulation accommodates three different

"sets of MARS data which relate the angle between the nadir and an

antenna to the sensed temperature and, therefore, to an output

signal. The data sets, which correspond to the warmest, nominal,

and coolest expected nadir temperatures, are obtained by scaling ..-,.-

"the data for Antenna #1 in Appendix A. A sketch of the resulting

,. data is shown in Figure C-1. Note that the independent variable

(abscissa) has been changed to the angle from the nadir, in order

to be consistent with the 6-DOF simulation. The scaling was

accomplished assuming the data In Appendix A correspond to zenith

and nadir temperatures of 15"K and 250"K, respectively. Also,

the nominal and minimum nadir temperatures are assumed to be 200*K

:{-.: Iand 150"K, respectively. The scaled data set for the warmest .'

nadir surface was obtained by normalizing the Antenna #1 data In

Appendix A to 'the zenith value, 11.318 MV.

';.. , .. ..o

"-" v- .. ,~

,.... . .3. .. 15.1.00

• •" / Coolests
'C

M

" (Experimental
.'. €4.'

• F;' "" Data).L I..• 150 u~

1l.72J~ 5 0.15

""(Dow (9o 0 (up)

* .; fromSAngI e f aurd I. ,.r

FIGURE C-1. Sketch of Scaled Output Data
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i|The temperature differences bewe "he zenith and bo hth coolst
,. and nominal nadir surfaces

A :. 
• ! ".

AT. 15e- 15- 135*K

A 20.. 00- 15 185K

Vn

were then divided by the assumed difference for the warmest nadirtheCooes"an"su rface n r f

.." ATAT 150- 1501 2350K

• .,Finally, the resulting proportionality constants were used to "'
"scale the antenna output voltage for the warmest nadir, In order

dto obtain data sets for the nominal and coolest nadirs, as

" i ~ ~~ATn "•:

t,-, A n 2T50- 15- -3,K

Finally, the reul)n proportionaltayo conlstantsrfare use"t

•scale (the-antenna outputvotg forth warmest nadir, in.orde

to btin at stsort , noiAlsuand coolest naforsalas nadir *

* .t- io.. io wra u r e ) -.*- . .*

* LIV

(- c= A n l e f rotn e na.i.t a i r• .

U: -;w

and

-... -. r .

SA (c) A

"* ~where

ft.-

A (ai) -Scaled data for nominal surface

,f . . . . ...... , . ,, , ...... :-I...- . f,....

(A ) Scaled data for coolest surface 'V se'

Vw, GO) Antenna output for warmest nadir
conditions, MV

ftftf..~ftt'**V(180*) Output of antenna pointing at zenith, .f

MV. (Assumed the same for all nadir
'""ft ~teqmeratures) 

-f

ci Angle from antenna axis to nadirft..t

t ~The resulting data sets are shown~ In Table C-1.

ft. 
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.,Y
"" ~~~TABLE C-1 l,+MARS DATA SETS USED

SIN NWC 6-DOF SIMULATION

(ANGLE OUANTP.T. SCALED DATA SETS(ANGL OUTPUT H."
"FROM NADIR.) VOLTAGE (MV) WARMEST NOMINAL COOLEST

"'• 180' 11.318 1.00 1.00 1.00

17. 11.308 1.00 1.00 1,00
"170 11-319 1OO ' 1.00 1.01
160 11.332 1.no ,

Z. i155 11,.272 ,i1.G- aO1_n i-''
150 11.227 i 0.9( oqqq i-nn,..,

"C.40 1 i_1_.221 . . 1.00 1.00 o.00
.* '.. 

.
135 .11.,1 464 -0.5 0.22 0.
0 132 .958 7 -.97

, 0125 i2.0 .94 -95S120 10.287 . t .91_ .93 .9 ,.

1i15 I ..87 - - .__0~~~1 .3roi _s•8 -: ,8 .87 .90 "1"-
105 '.5.___78 -8- .83. 87 "'"1
100 L- 59 .70 :.77_ .,
95 Z.120 .63 .71,

8515.53
,,-., C., 3,,

... 90 4 .75 -:- L .542.6. .5 _ :.:
75,.75+- - -- + SO;-

7 ... .517 .4

65 3,1__23 _ : 1 : _, 8:_.43-... 8 '." "0 2._ 788 -.25 41+s _ •i:S7+:,-
'" [;::: 55 : [: 2-.470 . .. : .... 22 - - 1 _ -1'3 +.. , ,5:'- +....-.-

" _ ~50 2.2(; ... .. -209 X3 _, , .,,"
k• • 451_ - .084 • .18 ] .... 36 - ft L .3" '

"-..."40 1.961 A.. ....... .........."-35 .16 .3

':" i::25 '1.832 1 .34 ._152 ..
i 20 1,813 •i.1 434 ...: ,52 "'+

S... . 5 1.77 , i6. 1; 4 . . .. 52 -:.. • to 1.732 .. -615- .... J 3 .5. 1 -.
.'- :"5 1.733 .15, + .33 ,51-" "

" - " 0 1 ~ ~7 2 1 5 .3 3 ! " : 5 -" '

"-', ;': ~31 +:"
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APPENDIX D.

* ,~ATTiTUDE CONTROL USING QUATERN IONS

One method of describing the relationship between two coordinate ,.

frames is the 3 X 3 Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM). Many strapdown

systems use rate gyro outputs to update the DCM, thereby maintaining

an attitude reference. An advantage of this method is that the

," matrix required to transform vectors between the coordinate systems,

that is the DCM, is available directly. An alternate method of

describing orientation involves the use of quaternions. This

method is based on Euler's Theorem which states (in effect) that any
rotation of one coordinate system with respect to another may be

* described by a rotation a about a fixed axis E. In one form, the

quaternion presents this rotation as a four component vector,L.

Reference 3.
q COS~

2r X"cos�

'-Qu m 2 E sin (D-l) 4-4

q E sin f3 y

qE sin

.%9

where the unit vector

E : (D-2)

•): ~~The components of Q are referred to as the Culer symm•etric para- r '

meters and were chosen to simplify computations of successive,.,'-rotations Reference . Note that these components satisfy the.

.. ,•* ..

nomelter condiwteicosn t ipiycmua fscesv

t. 2 2 2 (D3q,. + q + q2 + q 4 (D-3))
q1  q2  q3  + ~-

32.,-.
• 4 . 32"""
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One method of combining quaternions to describe successive ,__

rotations Involves the use of matrix notation. Consider three

coordinate systems a, b, and c. If the quaternion Q. describes

the rotation of a Into b, and the quaternion (cb describes the

rotation of b into c, then the rotation of a Into c Is described
•,.:• ,•.'.by the quaternion (Reference 4) L..3

• 
'. ' %.' ,

' 3 '4 ~ ..

"ca 2 q2 q -q4  3 Qba (D-4)

"3 q, -q2
q4  -q3  q q, 4 .

Components of Qc

"". ""An attitude reference can be maintained by updating a -

quaternion describing the relationship between Inertial and body

ht axes using the differential equation (Reference 5) 2

*~~: HtP -q r q)

p r -q QDt).,. + i'.0 .*"

Jq -r 0 p
r q -p 0

"where p, q, and r are the body angular velocities obtained from

I' L strapdown rate gyros.

"- ""* The above equations define and describe some properties of a

quaternion represented as a four compoaent vector. Some advantages

of quaternlons over the DCG for use In attitude reference systems

are now discussed. First, the quaternicil contains four componen~tts

"and Is therefore only once redundant, whereoas the DCH contains

nine elements and Is therefore six times redundant. Second, comput-

atlon errors entering into th• DCM roquirc normalization and ortho-

gonalization of three vectors. The latter process can be difficult.

The corresponding errors in a quaternion merely require normalization

3 3 0 ,.
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tio satibfy the condition of Equation (D-3). Third, successive

rotations using DCH's require multiplication of two 3 X 3 matrices,

which leads to 27 multiplications and 18 additions, compared with

, ,.16 multiplications and 12 additions for the same operation using

* quaternions, Equation (D-4). Fourth, the strapdown differential

equation tur a DCM requires 18 multiplications and 9 additions,

compared with 12 and 8 respectively for quaternions, Equation (D-5).

For systems which require the transformation of vectors between

inertial and body axes, the above computational advantages of quat-

ernions may be lost when the DCM is calculated from the quaternion.

However, most attitude control systems do not require direct vector

transformations and, therefore, do not require explicit knowledge ,-.

of the DCM. In these cases the quaternion retains its computational

advantages.

Another advantage of quaternions is that they explicitly define

a single rotation axis and angle which will result in alignment of

the inertial and body coordinate system.s. If the angular velocity
". = vector is along this axis, the resulting maneuver will be optimum

in the minimum angle sense. Therefore, a logical approach is to

define angular velocity commands in terms of the quaternion Para-

Smeters. Possibilities Include

q - K q3 (D-6) -•[r

l" "" - K ou , 10+-7) ''"-

+'." ~where the subscript c indicates commaded values and K is a constant,* ;"gain.

::,,- ~~~Initialization of the quaternion or OClK is required if either •::.:

":': ::',.:is used in a strapdown attitude reference/control system. For :'''34 9.

I-.."

:. ":%':or
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3-axis control of the MPES/VSS escape system It Is desired to use

m

the MARS sensor to perform this initialization. This approach Is

complicated by the limitations of the KARS outputs. Previous

'.~ .'. analysis has shown that MARS can provide a reference to the vertical,

"however, it has not indicated how to extract (changes in) yaw ___

attitude. Therefore, yaw attitude must be referenced to its initial

value, and changes from this value should either be calculated using

the rate gyro outputs or minimized by proper selection of the

commanded angular velocity. One method of accomplishing the latter

is to estimate the pitch and roll angles using the MARS outputs,

form quaternions for first returning the roll attitude to zero

and then returning the pitch attitude to zero, and use Equation

"(0-4) to calculate the quaternion for these successive rotations.

This resulting quaternion defines a single axis rotation which

will align the seat with the vertical without changing Its heaeing.

This initialized quaternion can be propagated by numerical inte-

"gration of Equation (0-5) and a control law similar to those in

Equations (D-6) and (0-7) can then be used. A second method is

to estimate the minimum rotation axis and angle to the vertical

a..-. ".- using the MARS outputs, form the corresponding quaternion and
i L. determine the associated heading change, form a quaternion to

return the heading to its original value. end calculate the quat-

ernion for these suotccssive rotations. This quaternion should

correspond to that obtained using the previous method and, therefore

*. can be used in the same manner.
in the approaches discussed above the KARS outputs were only

used to initialize a quaternion. An alternate approach is to also

use the MARS outputs to update the attitude estimate at given time

intervals a!ong the trajiectory. A standard approach to this problem-

*• of combining attitude and angular velocity data is to use a steady

state Kalman filter.
For so flight conditions, limited control authority may make

it undesirable to comand an angular velocity along the "quaternion

axis." in these cases the original quaternion can be propagated

and a modified quaternion used for control. At a later point along

35
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tlh trajectory, control can he switched to the original quaternion

which will provide an optimum maneuver to the ver tical anti original

heading. The modified quaternion, mentioned above, may result from

-~ ~*.simple changes to the original or may result from a successive

rotation calculation, depending on the desired control strategy.

The above methods of using the, MARS outputs to initialize

quaternions should be evaluated with respect to their relative

accuracies and ease of Implementation in a microprocessor. Also,

advantages of using the MARS outputs to update the seat attitude

should be evaluated. Finally, modified quaternion control laws

d' I

Lvt

wsihould befrmulatde and othiru maeffctvenotess ventdealang w rith ginite

" heacontgo aTh ority ievaluated.nThe, mevautionsd a hould incyudesuthero

•36

Nuso sable smplify ing p th ioni.

-;% uatrnins houd beevauatd wth espct t thir elaive•.•
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